
Conversation on "Stardom in Indian
Politics"

New Delhi: "Shastrartha", ShatrughanSinha in conversation with Raj Babbar

on "Stardom in Indian Politics", a discussion hosted by Pavan K Varma, Manish

Pushkale& Nita Khanna was held at the TajMahal hotel, New Delhi. The dis-

cussion was moderated by RasheedKidwai, Author of NetaAbhineta, Bollywood

star power in Indian politics. 

Shastrartha is civilized dialogue where eminent personalities are invited

for panel discussions. It is a ability to agree, to disagree; the culture of listen-

ing with respect to vene those with whom you differ. This form of discourse

has been one of our great civilization legacy. But today, the space for dialogue

is shrinking alarmingly. we no longer talk to each other, but at each other.

Shastrartha is a small but earnest beginning to change this and revive what

has always been our strength.

The star studded evening was attended by AmanNath, Manish

Pushkale,Bhaichand Patel, PramodKapoor,Pavan K Varma,Renuka Varma,

Kamna Pushkale.

N.N.S.formed, For Deaddiction
Udaipur: In RNT Medical College a new concept for prevention, Control

and treatment of the addiction among themselves and society was material-

ized by senior Medical practitioner Dr. P.C.Jain who is doing awareness pro-

gram about Rainwater harvesting, de-addiction of drugs, alcohol, and Solar

Energy Utilization.

NashaNivaranSamiti( N.N .S.) is formed among first-year students which

will above all function throughout their life in society and professional life. Miss

Nikita Swami President, Miss PragyaPandey Secretary, and members are,

SaijalBeniwal, ParulBaniya, NidhiSharma,Himanshi Gupta, ShivangiMaheshwari,

Samyak Jain, SomnathAgarwal, RitikBohra, Somil Jain, Miss IshitaAgarwal.

Dr. P.C.Jain was giving his presentation among the students about various

drugs and alcohol, tobacco and their bad effect on the body and in the soci-

ety. He said that tobacco is the gateway for addiction through which many

kinds of other addictive substances enter into the body. Narrating the real story

which happened during his student life in this Medical College where one of

his classmates lost his life because of excessive alcohol consumption. He also

narrated a story of alcoholics who injured the eye of one truck driver and also

one drinker who removed his own fractured finger of the hand and thrown it

somewhere and is now without this one finger now.

A short play was acted by the members of NNS the” NashadikiMaut” where-

in they showed by weeping how the family of addict suffers. Also, the mem-

bers recited a “NashaGeet” which give a message for de Addiction.

Faculty Members of Anatomy and Biochemistry were also present. The

oath for Deaddiction, saving rainwater, Using Solar Energy, Not sending their

old parents to old age home, Not taking Divorce for small matters was admin-

istered by senior staff present.

Miss IshitaAgarwal gave the vote of thanks to Dr. PC Jain.

Colgate Strong Teeth launches
‘Andar se Strong’, a campaign 

Hyderabad: Colgate-Palmolive (India) Limited, has launched ‘Andar se

Strong’, a new campaign for its flagship brand Colgate Strong Teeth by reveal-

ing two new TVCs and a packaging change, after over a decade.

Both the TVCs convey how Colgate Strong Teeth adds natural calcium to

one’s teeth, and are based on the theme that just like a mother raises her child

to be strong from within, Colgate Strong Teeth too makes one’s teeth strong

from within.

The first TVC shows the protagonist - a young girl -  joining in to play foot-

ball with a group of boys, overriding the resistance to her inclusion in the team

with her confident smile and wit - a reflection of self-belief and inner strength.

The second TVC features DeepikaPadukone, shown alongside her mother -

who has made the actress strong from within. Smiling during difficult moments,

she says, symbolizes ‘inner strength’.

Speaking about the new Colgate campaign, Mr.IssamBachaalani, Managing

Director, Colgate-Palmolive (India) Limited said, “Colgate Strong Teeth, our

flagship brand, has been in India for over 80 years, and I'm delighted to announce

our new brand campaign called 'Andar Se Strong' featuring Bollywood actress

DeepikaPadukone. This campaign reinforces our promise to guard and nur-

ture you and your family's smile, by keeping your teeth strong from within.”

Speaking about the campaign, Sanjay Sipahimalani, Creative Director,

RedFuse Communication says, “In this campaign, we wanted to highlight that

inner strength is most important to experience life to the fullest.  Both the TVCs

focus on ‘Andar se Strong’ stories, but manifest in different ways. While the

football tvc shows how breaking stereotypes and standing up for yourself takes

inner strength, Deepika’s film is all about her personal ‘andar se strong’ story,

which is what makes her the superstar and the person she is today.”   

Safe School Zones across India and
Asia

New Delhi: FedEx Express, the world’s largest express transportation

company and a subsidiary of FedEx Corp. (NYSE: FDX), supports the Global

Alliance of NGOs for Road Safety, which represents more than 220 NGOs

across the world, to bring the first Alliance Advocates training program to New

Delhi.

During this training, 21 grassroots NGO leaders from eight countries around

Asia, including representatives from seven states of India, will undertake an

innovative safe school zone project that has the potential to save children’s

lives.

Unsafe road conditions around many schools in Asia are putting children

in danger. The participants, known as Alliance Advocates, will use

a data-driven approach to identify simple, low-cost changes to roads around

a school in New Delhi. If implemented, the changes will bring these roads in

line with the minimum standard recommended by the international road safe-

ty community. Using the International Road Assessment Programme (iRAP)’s

Star Rating for Schools methodology, participants will collect road data, iden-

tify actions that would radically improve the safety of students, and create an

advocacy plan to present to decision makers, including representatives from

the Ministry of Road Transport and Highways (MORTH), local traffic police,

and the World Health Organization (WHO). This initial project will provide India’s

Alliance Advocates with first-hand experience of presenting a case to road pol-

icy and infrastructure leaders and representatives in India.

Matthew Davies, managing director Sales for FedEx Express in India, said,

“With over 85,000 motorized vehicles operated by FedEx Express across the

globe, we are clear in our commitment to raise awareness about road safety

beyond our team members to the communities where we live and work, and

we are proud to support the initiatives of the Global Alliance of NGOs for Road

Safety.”

Speaking about the work being done by the Alliance, Ms.LotteBrondum,

executive director, said, “Children in some parts of Asia are in danger every

day on the way to school and back. The Alliance Advocates that we are train-

ing in India will take back realistic and effective action plans, so that children

don’t have to risk their lives to get an education. We encourage governments

to allow them to share their new knowledge and to work together with them to

make schools across Asia safer. FedEx’s generous commitment and support

has made the Alliance Empowerment Program possible, and is equipping NGOs

to save lives around the world.”

The Alliance Advocates for Road Safety in India will join a growing move-

ment of NGOs who are championing a low-cost, evidence-based approach to

road safety. Since the program’s inception in 2015, 49 Alliance Advocates have

been trained across the globe. As a result of the training, seat belt legislation

in Tunisia has been reintroduced leading to a 35% reduction in road deaths in

the first month, multi-sectorial partnerships have been established, and an

Alliance Advocate in Slovenia has been awarded the European Commission

Road Safety Excellence Award for the campaign based on his action plan from

the training.

The safe school element of the training was introduced in March 2018 and

so far 17 schools in 12 countries across Africa have been assessed and Alliance

Advocates are pushing for decision makers for the recommendations to be

implemented. In 2017, the Alliance Empowerment Program was awarded the

prestigious Prince Michael International Road Safety Award.

Support for these road safety projects is part of the FedEx Cares initiative,

where FedEx will invest $200 million in more than 200 communities by 2020

to create opportunities and deliver positive change around the world. Through

the FedEx Cares activities, FedEx team members from around the world vol-

unteer their time and talents to support local communities. 

Seminar on "Indian Science Need
More CV Raman "

Udaipur: one day seminar is being organized at Aravali commerce and

science college  on "Indian Science Need More CV Raman " for BCA &Bsc

Students . The Key note speaker and Cheif Guest of this Seminar was Dr.

VineetSoni , Special Guset was Dr. HemantDhabhai, Director, AITS.

Welcome Adress given by Dr. Madhu Yogi, Director, ACSC 

Income Tax raid on Private School
owner in Udaipur

Udaipur: Income tax team carried out a raid at a private school owner in

Udaipur on Friday. 

The owner  New Look school group was raided by the I-T team. The school

has branches in Banswara and Sagwara. The I-T team suspected financial

irregularities in the school and hence carried out the raid.

Besides raiding the school branches, the I-T team also raided the house

of promoter’s son situated in HiranMagri Sector-11. The investigations con-

tinued till late Friday evening and I-T team is yet to divulge the findings.

Udaipur-Jaisalmer flight likely to start
from February

Udaipur: Udaipur is  likely be connected to Jaisalmer via a direct flight

under the Regional Connectivity Scheme (RCS), also known as UDAN. Indigo

had won the bid for Hindon-Jaisalamer-Udaipur in the bidding under this scheme.

The civilian terminal at Hindon city IAF base will be ready by mid-February

and the first set of flights awarded for Hindon under the government’s subsi-

dized regional connectivity scheme (RCS) will take off from there, informed

the chairman of Airport Authority of India.

According to AAI, the first set of flights from Hindon, under “Ude desk kaaam-

nagrik” (UDAN)-II RCS scheme, will include the routes undertaken by low cost

carriers, including Lucknow-Hindon-Kolkata-Jorhat; Hindon-Bhopal-Ozar

(Nashik); Hindon-Jaisalmer-Udaipur; Hindon-Gorakhpur-Allahabad; Hindon-

Allahabad-Kolkata; Hindon-Kannur; Ozar (Nashik)-Hindon and Tirupati-Hubli-

Hindon.Under first round of UDAN, fares are capped at Rs 2,500 for an hour

of flying in a plane for a specified number of regional connectivity scheme

(RCS) seats on each flight.

Modi, Now advices youth to sell
Pakoras- Scindia

Udaipur: Congress leader and former union  minister Jyotiraditya Scindia

said  the BJP had made big promises to the common man before coming to

power. Modi had claimed to open a whole treasure of opportunities for the cit-

izens but the reality is that after coming to power, he had to advice the youths

to sell pakoras instead”, Scindia said  taunting at the prime minister’s  ‘Pakora’

statement. Scindia was addressing a rally at Bank Tiraha in the city on Monday.

He said the BJP government has dashed the hopes of the unemployed

youth,  health sector and law of the land has badly suffered in this rule. There

are no doctors in government hospitals and no teachers in state schools. ”

Modi has said that the poor will sleep peacefully while rich will suffer insom-

nia in the BJP regime but on the contrary 125 people died untimely due to his

unwise and hasty decision of notebandi,  Scindia said. ” Like a popular cold

drink advertisement shown on television,  he perhaps wanted to do something

‘ Tufani’ which increased the miseries of the poor people of the country”.

Slamming the policy of demonetisation, the MP said that the influential peo-

ple got converted their black money into ‘white’, no rich person was seen in

the queues outside banks while the needy people had to struggle to meet their

daily requirments because of notebandi.  Appealing support in favour of the

Congress candidate DrGirijaVyas,  the senior leader said that if voted to power

in the center,  Congress would free the citizens from the burden of the Gabbar

Singh Tax (GST).

‘Gotiyo’ luring tribal voters with col-
orful attire, satire

Udaipur: A typical modern day tribal youth loves sun glasses, wears a

colourfulkurta and carries a mobile always in his hand. This fictional delegate,

‘ Gotiyo’ hence seems to be a real life character who is gaining wide popular-

ity among the tribal population in Banswara district these days. Not only the

rural people but even in the city area, people are finding fun in clicking selfies

with Gotiyo and reading out his satirical messages on voting.

Gotiyo is the brainchild of the district administration and has been specially

designed and created for increasing awareness among the voters by educat-

ing them to cast their votes correctly. ” Nothing is more integral to democracy

than voting and the voters should be educated to exercise their power fairly.

Gotiyo literally meaning ‘ friend’ like a true companion is advising people to

participate in the largest festival of democracy, informs Kamlesh Sharma Deputy

Director , Department of Public Relation, Banswara.

The cartoon character has been designed by a budding cartoonist of the

city Ashish Sharma who gave a modern look to the desi character with a cool-

ing glass on his smiling face , a bright red turban and yellow Kurta with white

dhoti. More than 5000 Gotiyo stickers have been issued which has been past-

ed on public transport vehicles as well as roadways buses. The character’s

cut outs have been put up at various junctions and prime circles in and around

the city with messages on fair voting and understanding the EVMs and VVPAT

mechanism.

A selfie point also has been set up at the collectorate premises where the

common public is being encourages to click selfies with Gotiyo and post over

the social medias to spread the message. Gotiyo’s messages have been taken

out in a series called ‘Aye Hamro’ which means ‘ Hey, listen ‘ where Gotiyo

advices people not to sell their votes in lieu of alcohol or money temptation. ”

On the voting day, men dressed up as Gotiyo would be made to stand outside

each Adarshmatdaankendra to encourage and attract people to cast their votes”

Sharma informed.

IndianOil, India’s largest and most
trusted company, invites entrepre-

neurs to set up 27,000 petrol stations 
Mumbai: The country’s largest downstream oil major has issued an adver-

tisement for setting up about 27,000 petrol pumps pan India. Interested entre-

preneurs may see the detail advertisement and brochure available in website,

www.petrolpumpdealerchayan.in. For locations wise details up to district level,

interested entrepreneurs may also visit IndianOil website www.iocl.com and

get state, city and district wise details advertised by the company.

Indian Oil Corporation has a long history of meeting the country’s petrole-

um demand and is the face of downstream oil in the country. India is a third-

largest oil consuming nation in the world and in the future it is set to experi-

ence one of the fastest growth rates in oil demand. Rising per capita income

and growing demand for road freight will be one of the key driver over the next

15-20 years. Energy thus will be a critical component of the India growth story.

Being the flagship energy company of India, this puts IndianOil in a position

which is plush with growth opportunities. Against this backdrop entrepreneur

collaborating with IndianOil by applying for IndianOil retail outlet dealership

advertisement will become our esteemed partners in servicing the energy needs

of the growing Indian economy. Entrepreneurs will notice that this time process

of dealer selection has been simplified in line the government’s emphasis on

‘ease of doing business’. A User friendly on-line application has been intro-

duced and the application form has also been simplified, where only selected

candidates would be asked to produce the required documents. 

Similarly, the eligibility norms have also been relaxed, Availability of suit-

able land at the advertised location or stretch is the most important require-

ment, but applicants without land can also apply, however they are expected

to offer land when called for. Even in regard to finance criterion, candidates

are expected to give only commitment towards development of Retail Outlet

and working capital.  The upper limit of age has been revised to 60 years and

educational qualification has been maintained as passed minimum 10th

(Examination conducted by a Board School) for all categories except Freedom

Fighter.  IndianOil has opened the Facilitation centers at select COCO / Petrol

Stations with an objective to help aspiring applicant.  In addition, Help centers

are available at IndianOil’s Divisional Offices in every major town in the coun-

try, where company officials will be available on all working days to handhold

applicants. 

The baby made remarkable recovery
and eventually was shifted to her

mother’s bedside
Udaipur: Interventional Cardiologist team at Geetanjali Medical College & Hospital

including DrKapilBhargava, Dr. Ramesh Patel, Dr. Danny Kumar & Dr.

ShalabhAgarwal successfully performed  a complex and complicated procedure

called as “PDA Stenting” on 15 days old Baby of Ramijahan hailing from Udaipur

who was suffering from Tetralogy of Fallot with Pulmonary Atresia. It has been

claimed as the first hospital in all of Rajasthan to have successfully performed

such a complicated procedure.

Ramijaha had delivered her baby in a nearby hospital where in the baby start-

ed turning blue.  Upon suspicion of heart defect in her baby she was rushed to

Geetanjali Hospital for further evaluations of X-Ray & Echocardiography to detect

heart problems in her child. 

The report confirmed a cardiac defect called “Tetralogy of Fallot with Pulmonary

Atresia” wherein the structures of the left side of the heart were under-devel-

oped. There was a hole in heart & one of the heart valves was not developed.

Dr Ramesh Patel, the Interventional Cardiologist said, “It was noticed that due

to a major cardiac heart defect, the baby required immediate medical assis-

tance. The baby would also need immediate surgery to prevent damage to all

other organs. Both the parents were counseled about the child’s condition and

the need of two or more surgeries later in life to separate the blue and pink blood

circulations. A medication drip was started to prevent closure of one of the arter-

ies (PDA) responsible for keeping the baby alive. After a detailed evaluation and

discussion by the entire team and in view of concerns of low birth weight, it was

decided to perform a complex procedure on the new born called as “PDA Stenting.”

It was baby’s low birth weight & such critical condition that she was not taken

for surgery otherwise she couldn’t have survived.”

Dr Patel futher added “The procedure was performed in the Cath-lab. A balloon

procedure was performed to enlarge the hole in the partition between two upper

chambers of the heart. Next, the chest wall was opened, and bands were placed

on both the lung arteries to restrict the amount of blood flowing into the lungs.

After that, a tube was placed in the main lung artery through which a metallic

stent was passed and inflated in the artery (PDA) connecting the two circula-

tions. The chest wall was kept open in view of the high-risk nature of the surgery

with the plan to close it once the baby was stable. The baby made remarkable

recovery and eventually was shifted to her mother’s bed side. Soon she will be

taken up for surgery for complete 

It is probably the first hospital in Rajasthan to have successfully performed such

a complicated procedure. What is unique in this case is that the child was man-

aged where in survival rate is less than 0.1% & the defect is seen in anyone out

of 3-4 lakhs patients. This makes GMCH an ideal healthcare setup for diag-

nosing and managing such complex cardiac defects. The baby girl was treated

free under the flagship scheme of Rajasthan Government’s Bhamashah

Swasthya Bima Yojana. 

15 Days Old Saved From Rare
Cardiac Defect
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